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Double Spindle Canting Table
Dimension Sawing Machine
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CONSTRUCTION
T"" MArN FRAMr of the machine is a

strong one:piece coied casting to which the
various parts are attaéh.d. A cast-iron door at

the front of machine gives easy access to the
inside of the main frame.

THE TABLE is divided into two sections.

The front section travels parallel with the saw on
ball bearing runners for cross-cutting, etc.
This table is mounted in such a way as to be
impossible for it to tilt or get out of truth with
the saw. A spring stop is provided to lòck thé
table in position when the travelling motion is
not required. It has also a lateral adiusrment to
and from the saw, so that special cutterblocks
and cutters may be used for moulding, grooving,
etc. The candng of the table is by means of a

worm and worm-wheel motion operated by a

handwheel placed in a convenient position for
the operator; it will cant to {J", and a graduated
scale is provided to show at a glance the angle at
which the table is set.

FENCE S. The Ripping Fence is quickly
adjustable across the fixed table for varying
widths of material and has fine adjustment by
screw. It will cant ro 45o for bevel cutting and
swivel for roughing out core boxes and similar
work. It can also be used on the opposite side
of the saw on the sliding table. All adjustments
being made bv conveniendy placed hand screws,

no spanners being required.

The Angle Fence is mounred on the sliding
table and can be adjusted for various types of
work. It can be set to any angle,the table being
suitably graduated for the purpose.

An adjustable length gauge is also supplied.

Three other Fences are supplied with the
machine, a plain cross-cutri¡; fence for wide
material and two swiïelling Angle Fences for use

when cutting compound mitres and angles,
They are mounted ôn sliding bars, one cjn each
side of the saw, and each has graduations for
different angles.

All Fences are instantly detachable when not in
use.

THE SAW SPINDLE FRAME is a

substantial casting carrying both.saw spindles and
is operated by rneans of worm ãnd worm-wheel
from a hand-wheel when it is: desired to bring
either sâw intorworking position. Both spindles
revolve'in ball bearings, rhe belt which drives
them being guided by a pair of suitable carrier
pulleys fitted r¡¡ith ball bearings placed inside
the main frame and provided with compensating
gear to maintain the required tension on the
belt, and in such a way that the saw spindle not
in operation is not in . contact w"ith the belt.
Either iaw spindle can be brought into operation
when the màchine is îunning.

THE COUNTERSHAFT is attached
to the main frame of the machine and revolves
in ball bearings, the loose pulley also being
provided with ball bearings. The belt shifting
gear is operated by hand lever placed in a con-
venient position.

ELECTRICAL DRIVE. The
machine can be driven by an electric motor
mounted on the machine frame. ïlhen driven
in this way it dispenses with the countershaft.
I(¡e shall be pleased ro quore for the machine
complete with electrical gear, on receipt of par-
ticulars of the electrical supply.
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Fig. z. Front end ztiew with table canted

FiS. l. Rear ztieas with table canted
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